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QUESTION 1

Jian is a member of the security team at Trinity, Inc. He was conducting a real-time assessment of system activities in
order to acquire threat intelligence feeds. He acquired feeds from sources like honeynets, P2P monitoring.
infrastructure, and application logs. 

Which of the following categories of threat intelligence feed was acquired by Jian? 

A. Internal intelligence feeds 

B. External intelligence feeds 

C. CSV data feeds 

D. Proactive surveillance feeds 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Alison, an analyst in an XYZ organization, wants to retrieve information about a company\\'s website from the time of its
inception as well as the removed information from the target website. 

What should Alison do to get the information he needs. 

A. Alison should use SmartWhois to extract the required website information. 

B. Alison should use https://archive.org to extract the required website information. 

C. Alison should run the Web Data Extractor tool to extract the required website information. 

D. Alison should recover cached pages of the website from the Google search engine cache to extract the required
website information. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

In which of the following forms of bulk data collection are large amounts of data first collected from multiple sources in
multiple formats and then processed to achieve threat intelligence? 

A. Structured form 

B. Hybrid form 

C. Production form 

D. Unstructured form 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

A network administrator working in an ABC organization collected log files generated by a traffic monitoring system,
which may not seem to have useful information, but after performing proper analysis by him, the same information can
be used to detect an attack in the network. 

Which of the following categories of threat information has he collected? 

A. Advisories 

B. Strategic reports 

C. Detection indicators 

D. Low-level data 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Daniel is a professional hacker whose aim is to attack a system to steal data and money for profit. He performs hacking
to obtain confidential data such as social security numbers, personally identifiable information (PII) of an employee, and
credit card information. After obtaining confidential data, he further sells the information on the black market to make
money. 

Daniel comes under which of the following types of threat actor. 

A. Industrial spies 

B. State-sponsored hackers 

C. Insider threat 

D. Organized hackers 

Correct Answer: D 
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